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Cover Picture
A few weeks ago your Editor whilst minding his own business was accosted on the South Bank of
the River Thames by the individual pictured on the cover, with the phrase, R you the Editor. To
which the response was in the affirmative. Why is it I have never had my photograph in the
Maple Cross Newsletter? There was no answer to the question other than the person making the
enquiry may be camera shy or that it could be that he had been to too few functions to get
himself noticed. However from now on there should be one satisfied customer.
However, as I departed the pit face some time ago I admit to being a tad unfamiliar with a lot of
the newer starters, so will someone be kind enough to apprise me, of who the devil he is?

Editors Comments
Its getting on for around for six months since the last newsletter
was published and I have been scratching and searching for
material in order to put together a half decent and interesting
publication. But the mind, befuddled with age has gone blank.
Then along came Christmas, followed by family from South Wales
passing through then there was a rather unpleasant reaction to the
recommended flu jab that zapped all the creative juices and left
yours truly spark out of enthusiasm for slaving over an uncaring
keyboard. Plus the fact that the radiator in the office conveniently
packed in and it was like working inside an industrial refrigerator.
It is from this ignominious start with restricted contribution from
readers that what follows has been crafted and cobbled together. I
hope with fingers crossed that the narrative meets with your
wholehearted and undying approval.
The Editor.

Organisers Report
Fellow Members
We are now well and truly into the New Year and I must say that I’m exceedingly pleased to
say that it has got off to a cracking start, with the St Valentines luncheon at one of your
favourite watering holes, Freddie’s in St Albans coming up trumps.
There was a tremendous response to the invitation letter circulated towards the end of
January, the consequences were that we were not far short of a full capacity booking for the
venue when thirty-eight members and friends crowded into the bar for pre-luncheon thirst
quenching refreshments.
The intensity of the babbling chatter emanating from the gathering with everyone talking
nineteen to the dozen was of such density that Mr Freddie himself, raising himself to his full
height loudly summoned the guests to take their seats at tables.
The fare and presentation that followed, everybody acclaimed was of the highest order and a
credit to the chefs behind the scenes. It is little wonder that the establishment recently
picked up the award for the Best Local Restaurant which was proudly displayed for all to see
as they made their way into the dining room.
It is at times like that when not only the proprietor has a smile on his face as the cash
register tinkles merrily away behind the bar but your Entertainments Committee can witness
all their efforts coming to fruition that makes everything worth while.
It is no use hiding the fact that one of the many problems confronting your committee when
faced with booking ‘Fine dining experiences’ for your enjoyment is award or no award most
restaurants are slowly starting to crank up the prices of their menus. This is a problem that
we are going to have to face up to and whilst I will use the company subsidy to the best of
my ability to reduce the impact of the increases we as a group will need to think about this in
the future.
As promised in the previous newsletter this edition records in pictures and text, ventures to
the South Bank and a ride on the London Eye, a sail on the Thames followed by a 4D picture
show all topped off with a fine dinning experience in one of
the City's top eating houses. Quite a few of the gang had
already been on the Eye before but every time you ride it you
pick out something new and interesting this time it was the
sighting of the Arch at Wembley Stadium as the fog or was it
smog over the outlying boroughs of London gradually lifted.
In my after luncheon presentation I ran through a list of
future events a number have been firm up as fixed dates and
others are still fluid and need more work on them but never
fear when we have news we will get it circulated asap.
Norman Elliott

Obituaries
Our thoughts are with the loved ones of those who have recently passed away.
Donald (Don) Robinson
Raymond (Ray) Kent
We will miss them dearly.
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A packed day in the Smoke.
Cast your mind back if you can
because I can’t, to the afternoon 22
September 2016. The day started
off on a rather bright note but with
the promise of a chilly evening later
on. In many ways the weather
forecast was not too dissimilar to
the one offered for the evening race
meeting at Windsor.
Now the trouble I/ we the Royal We
find when going on an outing into
the City is the old perennial
problem of what to wear that will
cover all eventualities.
After browsing the contents of the
wardrobes it was finally decided
that smart casual would be the
order of the day. Suitably attired
and with plenty of time in hand
before the arrival of the next bus.
We sallied forth to the nearby bus
stop, however, well before we had
even reached the half way mark we
were conscious that we were ill clad
for the days climate.
So it was a case of a quick about
turn and making a mad dash home
to pile on extra layers.
Eight hours later we were truly glad
that we had jointly made the managerial decision to seek out warmer apparel for even before we had reached the railway
station we were caught in a heavy shower substantial enough to settled the dust.
An hour or so later thanks to Mr Branson's Virgin train and London Underground via Waterloo we found ourselves being
swept by the avalanche of tourists along the South Bank all with one intention it seemed of getting to the Eye. The
momentum of the crowd sped us along and soon we found ourselves outside the London Eye booking hall that was the
designated gathering point for days outing. When everyone on the outing had had been accounted for the party set off
for the wheel that was to propel us up into the sky. All credit must go to our area organiser for using all his charm and
charisma who made a valiant but unsuccessful effort of persuading the marshalling attendant to allow his prestigious
party priority over the rather extended excitingly and babbling queue of Far Eastern visitors patiently waiting their turn to
board the wheel.
Despite this futile attempt to seek privilege over others, before long we had shuffled our way up the loading ramp passing
the photo stations as all the group were unable to get into the booth and we were being loaded in to our gondola and on
our way up into the heavens. It was slight pity that the rain that fallen earlier in the day had not dissipated on the outside
of the pod as it made photographing the stunning views of the capital something of a challenge finding a dry spot to let
rip with the shutter and hang the exposure.
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In the Air and on the Water

Even Underground
Higher and higher the gondola rose bringing into view the many and varied sights of the great city that unfolded below even on
a somewhat muggy day we were able to pick out quite clearly the easily recognisable world wide established arch that spans
the Wembley football ground. The seat of power and tourist attraction the Houses of Parliament came into sight to our left as
we gained altitude. That magnificent piece of construction the recently completed Shard drew the eye even if didn't seem as
tall when you are flying high in the sky. Many of those in the group who had flown the Eye before remarked that despite the
drizzle it was a most enjoyable experience.
Thirty minutes later and the flight was all over and the party was being marshalled for the next adventure a unique sightseeing
cruise on the River Thames. Casting off from the Eye Pier we headed up river with the Palace of Westminster to the right as far
as the OXO tower where the Captain turned the boat around to head back down stream this time we picked out the
Shakespeare’s Globe theatre, then it was St Paul’s Cathedral that grabbed the eye, quickly followed by the Tate Modern and
under the wobbly bridge we sailed. The next attraction was the old warhorse HMS Belfast that took centre stage then the grisly
Traitors Gate and the Tower under Tower Bridge and a smart about turn and we were heading back up-river.
No sooner had the land legs been established than we were off underground for a 4D cinema experience and whilst it was
standing room only before we knew it we were being attacked by a multitude of seagulls swooping out of the screen and
literally screeching in our ears, you could even feel the draught on your face from their wings as they flew by.
After all the excitement that had been crammed into the day meant that everybody was ready for a slap up meal that had
already organised by our Leader. A most memorable and enjoyable day. THANK YOU Norman.
William D.Mort
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Features
BWhat the Jumblies Saw on their Day on the River
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Features
Saint Valentines Lunch @ Freddie's St Albans

There is just
enough space
to squash a few
words in about
the luncheon.
First class food
with First class
company at a
First class
venue. What
more could any
one desire?

Jack
Thompson’s
elbow

More over, I’ve
got nearly all
the guests on
to one sheet.
Not bad for any
hammerchewer
.. chewer
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Seasonal Outings
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Long Service Luncheon @ Moor Park GC

CONFUOIUS
He Says
Chose a job you love and you will never have to work
Another day in your life.

CONFUOIUS
Also says
Where there is a free meal there are many mouths.

Moor Park the Grade l Palladian mansion set in hundred of acres of parkland must be one of the finest Golf Club
Houses for many a mile around. This year it was the venue for the Maple Cross Fellowship to hold their Long Service
luncheon. Its hard to say if it was the settings or the paintings by Jacopo Amigoni depicting the story of Jupiter and Io
which you will all know from your classical studies comes from Ovid’s Metamorphoses that attracted fifty three fellow
travellers to the luncheon but who knows.
The catering staff certainly excelled themselves and provided a banquet of excellent fare even for those who choose
due to circumstances to dine off menu. The general opinion was that the venue was well worthy of further visits.
William D.Mort Ed.
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Christmas Party 2016—Shendish Manor
Just a few pictures that are better than a thousand words to remind you of the bountiful enjoyment at the Christmas Lunch at
the Manor last year. If the smiling faces are anything to go bye it was a winner all round. Hope to see you later this year. Ed.
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A Personal Shoppers Experience
I ain’t much for shopping
O’r for goin’ into town
Except at cattle shipping time
I ain’t so easily found.

But the day came when I had to go
I left the kids with Ma
But before I left, she asked me,
‘Would you pick me up a bra?’
So without to much thinking’ I said, Sure,
How tough could that job be?
An’ I bent down and kissed her
An said, I’ll be back by three’.
Well, I done the things I needed,
But I started to regret
Ever offering to but that thing I worked up quite a sweat.
I walked into the ladies shop
My hat pulled over my eyes,
I didn’t want to take a chance
On bein’ recognized.
I walked up to the sales clerk
I didn’t hem or haw
I told the lady right straight out
‘I’m here to buy a bra.’
From behind I heard some snickers,
So I turned around to see
Every woman in the store
Was a gawking right at me.
‘What kind would you be looking for?
Well, I scratched my head.
I’d only seen one kind before,
‘Thought a bras was a bras, I said.
She gave me such a disgusting look,
‘Well Sir, that’s where you’re wrong.
Follow me, I heard her say,
Like a dog, I tagged along.
She took me down this alley
Where bras was on display.
I thought my jaw would hit the floor
When I saw that lingerie.
They had all these different styles
That I’d never seen before
I thought I’d go plumb crazy
‘fore I left that women’s store

They had bras you
Wear for eighteen hours.
And bras that cross your heart
There was bras that lift and separate
And that was just the start.
They had bras that made you feel
Like you aint wearing one at all
And bras that you can train in
When you start off when you’re small.
Well, I finally made my mind up—
Picked a black and lacy oneI told the lady, ‘Bag it up,’
And I figured I was done.
But then she asked me for the size
I didn’t hesitate
I knew that measurement by heart,
‘A six-and-seven-eights.’
Six and seven eights you say?
That really isn't right.
I’m real positive- Oh, yes ma’am!
I measured them last night!’
I thought that she’d go into shock,
Musta took her by surprise
When I told her that my wife’s bust
Was the same as my hat size.
‘That’s what I used to measure with,
I figured it was fair,
But if I’m wrong, I’m sorry ma’am,
This drew another stare.
By now a crowd had gathered
And they all was cracking’ up
When the lady asked to see my hat,
To measure for the cup.
When she finally had it figured,
I gave the gal her pay.
Then turned to leave the store.
Tipped my hat and said, Good day.
My wife had heard the story
‘fore I ever made it home.
She’d talked to fifteen woman
Who called her on the phone.
She was still a-laughing’
But then I don’t care.
For now she don’t ask and I don’t shop
For women’s underwear.
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Dogs in the House
In a previous newsletter I wrote about being
advised by the policeman who attended our
break-in that the best prevention of a repeat
of a similar occurrence was that we should get
a dog. Needless to say that to follow through
on this piece of advice would have a major
impact on the day to day running of the
household and therefore needed the full
backing from every member of the family.
Surprisingly it turned out that all the family
were in full support of the idea of having a
dog . Even before we had even set about the
process of acquiring an animal there were
offers and assurances by the children that
(Yes) they would help with the dog-walking
they even offered to dog-sit if for any reason
we should go out for the evening.

From the left ;- Hector, Denzil (with stolen fisherman's tin) Ben and Molly

I have previously gone over the background as to how we obtained our first dog Ben, a black Labrador from an hostelry not that
far from Tempsford Hall on the A1, and how he settled in quite quickly. We soon learned that we had to overlook the odd
puddles on the carpets, even with gritted teeth smile indulgently at the odd shoe being chewed. It was not Ben’s fault it was
ours we shouldn't have left them lying about in the first place. But when it came to devouring a pair of expensive leather gloves
followed by his own dog lead, matters were starting to get out seriously out of hand and owning a dog however noble was
becoming to be a time consuming challenge. This was when we purchased a cage and much to our surprise he just loved it and
took to it like a duck to water but this did not say given the opportunity he would not steal any food that was left lying about on
the work-surfaces. This was when we discovered that Labradors as a breed are very intelligent thieves and perpetually hungry.
Now, over time we ascertained that there were many different and varying ways to approach dog training. I must confess that
my own style tends to be leaning towards the brusque Victorian methods in that I am the pack leader that requires the animal
being trained to understand at least six commands like sit and stay, leave is another order that is important. Whereas other
members of the family were more inclined in the direction of tolerant. In my psyche, nature gave all dogs four legs for a
perfectly good and sound reason and each and ever one of them should be on the ground and never ever allowed onto a sofa
and God forbid anywhere near beds slept in by humans.
However as we struggled through the steep learning curve of owning an animal it was not long before we quickly found out that
we knew the name and breed of every other dog within a three mile radius of our home but that is not to say that we knew the
names of the person attached to them. This part of dog ownership would take many years to master. At times lacking this
knowledge would become most embarrassing whilst out shopping in town, when an unfamiliar person sidles up to you and
starts to pass the time of day and you haven't a clue to whom you are talking to.
Weekends are also another delicate area when the Husband, Lover, Partner has taken over dog-walking duties and you find
yourself standing in awkward silence with a complete and total alien dog-walker whilst your dogs take exquisite pleasure in
taking turns at sniffing each others undercarriage. In order to avoid any embarrassment this is when the old canine chat up
routine comes into play that goes along the line of ‘isn't he/she lovely’ followed up by and ‘how old is she/he now’ this is
topped off by ‘Goodness me how time flies I can remember when He/She was a pup. The conversation normally comes to an
abrupt end when you both let your dogs off the lead and then watching them sprinting like Usain Bolt towards the distant
horizon to savage a near neighbours pet poodle.
We will gloss over when your dog finally gleefully returns to you after rolling in fox poo.
(This article can be continued if there is any interest expressed)
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William D.Mort

Apprentice Fireman—Steam Trains
Regular readers may recall that in one of the earlier issues of the newsletter that a near neighbour of mine knowns Mike
Humphries at work but Michael at home was kind enough to give me permission to cannibalise and then reproduce material he
had written relating to when he was riding the footplates as a young Fireman on the overnight sleeper trains travelling to the
North. With the passage of time that experience can now only be a treasured memory that he will never ever be able to repeat.
As not only has the steam engines been superseded by other forms of traction but the overnight sleepers are slowly being
reduced. The French and German operators are already in the process of phasing out most of their sleeper services but the
good news is that in Britain, the Caledonian Sleeper and Night Riviera Sleeper to Penzance will remain in service for the time
being. Also for British travellers the convenient overnight service from Dusseldorf and Cologne will continue with passengers
loading in London in the afternoon for connection to the European network operated by OBB that will take you to most of the
major Italian cities but few other routes will survive the accountants sword.
So nearly gone for ever is the rail travellers romance of a night on a train slowly gliding out of the station on a warm evening to
wake up the following morning with the hissing sound of steam mixed with the comforting smell of warm oil and coal smoke
permeating the sleeping compartment in another far off city nay even in another country this tormenting and tantalising
experience is not and never will be for you. Sorry.
However behind all this romantic nostalgia in the days of steam whilst you where in the land of dreams there was one poor
soul who had spent the whole night shovelling coal in order to make sure that your journey tucked up in your sleeping berth
was as smooth an experience as possible. Michael was one of those poor souls who shovelled coal at the same time balancing
on the speeding moving footplates for a living.
He makes no secret that he wasn't the brightest student in the class and that he comes from a family with generations
connected to the railways in one form or another so in a sort of way it was not surprising that a week or so after leaving school
at 15 he was to find himself reporting for work at Stonebridge Park in West London.
Like all young lads of the time who had been taken on as a apprentice he started at the bottom, in his case it was cleaning out
the ash that is contained in the exhaust smoke that in turn clings to the sides for the small flues as they leave the fire box. Many
of you will have experienced as a young person leaning out of a carriage window and getting an eyeful of grit for your troubles.
Removing this ash deposit is an arduous and dirty job as the ash burns onto the sides of the flues and had to be chipped off
using a long handle scraper then brushed out at the front of the engine. This, in the days when there no showers on site, so he
returned home after work looking and smelling like a chimney sweep which in reality was what he was.
After time he became more and more proficient as the old hands took pity on him and showed him the ropes of how to do the
job without getting too dirty. As with all jobs there's a knack to making life easy but his next set of duties was that of cleaning
out of the firebox which from time to time needed to be replaced due to the extreme heat that is generated. Whilst a lot of the
clinker could be shaken out, every now and again the Fireman had to crawl inside the box and bash the lumps of waste ash with
a sledge hammer that then fell through the gratings on to the rails below. Like all new recruits he was learning the basics of the
profession the hard way and it was months before he was even allowed anywhere near a moving train but with time he started
to absorb and appreciate his role in getting a train to move.
To sum up his responsibilities he was eventually to learn that a fireman’s duties on a steam locomotive was to ensure that the
driver who was God had an adequate supply of steam at his disposal at all times. In order to do this Mike had to ensure that the
tender was always full of coal, not any old coal but hard coal, a geological phenomenon with a high bitumen content next door
to anthracite, to fuel the fire. Maintaining all the time that the boiling water level covered the top of the fire box otherwise,
because the temperature of the fire is so hot it would weaken and even melt the firebox and the boiler would then explode.
At the end of the day work whilst the driver leaves early, the work of the fireman is not done as he must fill up the boiler with
water and depending on circumstances bank down the fire or even extinguish it altogether and start afresh in the morning.
After which he would chock the driving wheels to make sure he had a train to return to in the morning and had not wandered
off whilst unattended. You smile but I’m told that this did frequently happened. Must blame the fat Controller!!!!!
It is little wonder that the steam train however romantic and exciting has sadly gone the way of the dinosaurs.

The Editor helped by Michael Humphries
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The Lingmore Bard
The Smokers Lament
I’m just popping out for another quick fag
I do so love that satisfying drag
I know it’s not good for me, but hey what the heck
Am I going to have give up drinking next?
There are so few pleasures left in life
Just football, and complaining, and of course there’s the wife
I’ve told her I’ve stopped, but she can tell
Perhaps it’s the voice, or my eyes, or maybe the smell.
But I have been doing it for so long now
I’d give it up tomorrow, if only I knew how
I’ve tried self-denial, hypnosis and patches
I’ve even tried not buying the matches.
But every attempt ends the same as before
Not giving up, and just wanting more
I’ll just have to accede to my ultimate fate
And when I’m standing outside the Golden Gate
Waiting for the Angel to find the keys
I’ll drop down on my poor arthritic knees
And ask for one more thing before I pop off
“Can I just stay here for just one last fag and a cough?”
And when this desire is finally arrested
And I’m lying there with my lungs fully congested
I’ll reflect on my life of loves and regrets
Maybe a little too much wine, but far too many cigarettes.

Heaven
Where is heaven, I often wonder?
Is it somewhere in the wide blue yonder
Maybe it’s far away in outer space
Where can it be, this mystical place
We will not know ‘til we finally go there
That Knowledge we will have then, we will be unable to share
But there is one thing of which you can be certain
As the body dies it is not the final curtain,
When this amazing vehicle finally expires
The spirit will survive to comfort and inspire
It will always be there as an invisible crutch
Not seen, but tangible with lightness of touch.
So perhaps heaven has already been found
It’s with us now– just take a look around
The ones that you loved but can no longer see
Are here to guide you and always will be.
So don’t fret and fuss at this earthly sensation
Just open your mind to this awesome revelation
The spirit survives whatever the cost
The love that you found will never be lost.
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Jim Connor

Scheherazade for beginners
THE TALES BY SCHEHERAZADE
CHAPTER FOUR
A new, new twist to the story

The Deliverer
The old man arose from his disturbed slumbers well before the birds commenced twittering in the trees for he was not a
happy man. On the other-hand his beautiful wife remained soundly in the arms of Morpheus for a little while longer.
Having carried out his ablutions and getting robed in his very finest gardening clothes complete with a tear in the trouser
leg and although he was not that hungry he plonked himself at the kitchen table and devoured a bowl full of his homemade muesial along with the statutory five prunes. For if he was to get down to sorting out the ramification of yesterday’s
late afternoon telephone call he would manage it all the better on a full stomach.
Using the logic that two heads are better than one, even if they are cabbage heads he had decided that he would share his
problems with the trio by the stile that very afternoon and see if they could come up with some kind of a solution.
Although he had a six months lead in time before the gathering was due to take place he always liked to have his affairs
sorted out well in advance. With that he started to jot down a series of matters that required attention including the
proposed travel arrangements. Before he knew it was time for lunch after which he would make his way down to the tow
path to meet up with the others.
It was whilst he was kicking his heels by the stile waiting for the gang to arrive that a young chap sauntered across the
bridge who appeared to be in no particular kind of a rush and seemed to be looking for a chat. After a while they finally
got around to introducing themselves to each other. The chap said his name was Mephistopheles and no, he wasn't
related to the one legged Ukrainian asylum seeking roofing contractor from West Ealing. He was the other one who lived
near Hades close by Shepherds Bush tube station. One of his very best mates and drinking partners in the Duke was a
fellow called Joe Satan who he said was very heavily into pyrotechnics' and retribution in the other world.
The old boy said that the name Mephistopheles was something of a tongue twister for someone who, over half a century
ago well before 'O' levels had ever been thought of never mind been invented had, had to be satisfied with an ordinary
bog standard education at the local borstal as all the best teachers were still waiting to be demobbed. Only the children of
Doctors, Solicitors and the gentry had the privilege of a posh school education.
But then again the old man mused what's in a name as only recently a true a blue blooded, second generation English
gentleman called Qaison Manzoor Hussain had moved into the house next door. He to had got used to being called Kas as
this was the number plate on the front of his car. Therefore this new guy would be treated no differently and would have
to accept being called Meff from now on if they were ever going to rub along together.
To best describe Meff you would say he was a normal sort of fellow of medium height with an accent from anywhere
inside the M25 and his dress was typical dog walking gear, cord trousers, a well worn Barbour jacket, as Eisbar Powerhorn
cap which looked a bit odd for the middle of summer, all finished off with a decent pair of walking boots. There was
nothing that marked him out as being that much different from any other tow path walker. His feature some might say
were a bit on the sharp side and his cap when you looked closely did stick up a little on both sides at the front, he also had
something of a hump near his bottom. All this was put down to some skeletal genetical defect at birth and it would have
been extremely rude to comment upon, so for the time being it was over-looked.
As the other old lags were late arriving at the stile that particular morning, such was the worries on the old fellows mind
that before very long he was opening up his heart and pouring out all his woes to his new found friend, Meff. He told him
about the invitation he and his wife had received from this peripatetic Irishman whom neither had seen for ages and how
this fellow, out of the blue, was now wanting them to up sticks and travel halfway around the world to be honoured guest
at the top table at his birthday party.
In a sort of way the couple were somewhat flattered to think that this young chap should even think of inviting them as he
was by many country mile far younger than either of them, being of a generation known as the Baby Boomers. In order to
give Meff more background he was told that the couple’s had on various occasions joined in celebration over the years.
However, just the thought of all the exertions of find the suitcases in the loft, then in getting to the venue and even worse
still the travails of returning back home really knocked the stuffing out of their delicate and feeble bodies. Moreover,
when the couple did eventually arrive at their destination they knew full well that they would find that quite a few of their
fellow guests would be either habitual night hawks, certified alcoholics' or more worrying seriously addicted to the weeds
of various plants many of which are now considered to be banned substances.
To be continued.
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Forthcoming Events

February 16th

Valentines Luncheon Freddie's, St Albans

April 20th

St Georges Day Luncheon

May

Brewery Visit - Tring Brewery

May

Combined Event with Solent Fellowship Group

June 12th

Windsor Horse Racing (Irish Night)

June 25th

Tempsford Hall Garden Party

July

Afternoon Event and Cream Tea

September

Kier Fellowship Golf Day

September

Late Summer Luncheon

October 13th

Long Service Luncheon

November

London Show

December 14th

Christmas Luncheon

Marc

Thanks are given to the following for providing material to fill this issue:Norman Elliott, Jim Connor, Katherine Parsons, Michael Humphries, Mephistopheles and last but not
least your Ed.

Norman Elliott
41 Kidmore End Road
Emmer Green
Reading
Berkshire
RG4 8SN
Home No: 01189 472875
Mobile No: 07860342365
E-mail: norDisclaimer : This newsletter has been put together with total disregards of the reader and most of the text is without substance. Anyway all of the
text and pictures have been gleaned by our reporters from many and variable spectacularly unreliable sources including but not restricted to fellow
Fellowship members, direct quotations used will be to the of the best of the editors knowledge authentic but never, like any good claims
submissions to be ever trusted.
The Ed. but
sanitized by the removal of expletives to suit the needs of family readers and any of the appropriate EU Regulations.

